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I. INTRODUCTION
It has been a long object to develop an advanced motor drive, which p<#isesses the dc motor drive advantage of good speed control feature, but eliminating the mechnnical commutator and brushee, and having ac motor drive advantages of high reliability, robustness and almost " n c e free, for electric vehicle (EV) applications. With the rapid development of power electronics and microelectronics technologies, advent of new materials, mpny advanced motor drives have recently been developed [l-51. In recent years, a substantial research program on the developmeat of advanced ac propulsion systems for EVs has been launched and reported that a PM synchronous motor drive, an induction motor drive incoprating adaptive dewupling control and a switched reluctance motor drive were successfully implemented in a variety of EVs [a] .
advanwment of control and computatid theories, and
The multipole structure of a motor leads to shorten its end windings 80 that the utilimtion factor of copper wires increases and the copper loss decreases. This structure also lesde to shorten the length of lMgneAc circuit, thw reducing both the height of yoke and the volume of the motor. Moreover, the inhaction becweea squamwave current and squamwave ma@c fiedd may produce a largex torque than that produced by the intmaction betweem sinwoidal current and kusoidal magnetic field [7, 8] . Based on the dorementioned w t s , the idea of a novel polyphase multipole square-wave motor with high power density and efficiency was born. The motor is basidly a type of brushlees dc motor, therefore it inherently p<#isesses superior dynamic performance. The control strategies used for dc motors can be easily implemented for this motor, such as dud closedloop control with speed and current fdbacks.
In this paper, a novel polyphase multipole square-wave PM motor drive is presented. .. fig. 4 .
B. Principle of @eration
When all c u m t s in slots under S-poles flow towptds the reoder and all currents in slots under N-poles flow away from the reodel, as illustrated in Fig. 1 , the direction of torque produced on the rotor will be anti4ochrvise;' md vice versa. Subtqumtly, the rotor rotatea 18" electrical degree, phase B will become nonanducting, and so on. As shown in Fig. 3 , each phnse winding conducte 144" over a half-cycle, and the phase shift between odjpceat phpses is 36".
According to such ~r d i n a t i o n~
The conducting state depends OIL the feedbsck ai@ PV from a rotor position s e a m as shown in Fig. 4 , which collsi8tB of optodevices mounted on the motor frome (end bracket) and a toothed disc mounted on the rotor shaft. The signal PV pawsea two fuactions: firstly, it semea the rotor position to deterrmne the coaducting state of each winding; secondly, it provides speed feedback to the controller. As previously mentioned, this motor belongs to a type of brushless dc motors, the commutation pr~cess is executed by the rotor position sensor and electronic awitchea. The back emf and current waveforms of a 5-phase squarewave motor are shown in Fig. 5 . For producing a rippleless steady-state torque, the currents i,, i,, -., i,, are in rectMgular ation method can no longer be directly applicable. Therefore, these phase currents are treated as stabspace variables and the state-space equations are adopted.
shape. This means that the oonventiollpl coordinate transform-
D. Design Topology
Another special features of the proposed motor is that the design topology can be varied. The c o~~v m t i d inner rotor motor shown in Fig. 6 can be u88d for g d -p u r p o e e applications, while the outer rotor mdor shown in Fig. 7 can  be d a s a w l 4 -modify the motor geometry iteratively.
sd as follows:
-analyze the motor and performances Using FEM;
A. Finite Element Modcl
Due to the semi-periodic motor configuration, the interested region for finite element analysis is shown in Fig. 8 . In order to obtain accurate results, the number of nodes and elements should be sufficient while the distribution and shape of the triangular elemeats should be appropriate. Fig. 9 shows the finite element me& of this motor. 
B. Resulrs of Analysis
Having obtained the magnetic flux density distributions, it can be found that the flux distribution under no-load is symmetrical while it is unsymmetrical under full-load 
IV. CONTROL SYSTEM
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Pi. 13. Tu~gcnIhl conponent of airgap fme density.
Based on these d t s , the motor geometry can be adjusted as desired to achiewe optimization. Moreover, as shown in Fig. 14, it can be found thnt the commutation c a w the torque pulsation. In fact, besides the commutation, another kind of torqw pulsation is caused by the current pulsation associated with the hysteresis current control scheme which will be discussed later. As shown in Fig. 15 , it can also be found that the total tangential force under no-load is very small, hence the cogging torque which usually occurs in PM motor is eliminated for the proposed motor.
The proposed motor is basically a brushless dc motor, therefore the control technique used for dc motors can be easily implemented for this motor, such as dud closed-loop of speed feedbpck and curreat f d b a c k m t r o l system. As compared with the vector umtrol of induction motors, the control is much simpler because there is no vector trpnsfomtion. Fig. 16 shows the block diagram of the control system for the proposed motor, and the controt process can be explained by Fig. 17 . When the speed refemm 0 , is se4 from 0 to 1, the motor begins starting and the speed feedback is increasing gradually. The differen-between w, and speed fedback from SF is inputted into the speed regulrrtor SR. The Both the stesdy-state and dynamic performpllces of the motor are tetated in the laboratory. Fig. U . Fig. 18 shows the current and torque waveforms at high switching frequency. It can be found that the cuffeat ripple is very small and the torque pulsation is mainly due to the commutating current. On the contrary, as shown in Fig. 19 , the current ripple is relatively high at low switching frequency and the toque pulsation is due to the commutating current and hyeteresis current ripple. However, it can be seen that the toque pulsation of this motor is s d l . 
V. SIMULATION AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
VIII. CONCLUSION
A novel PM brushless variable-speed motor hps beea deaignul, built, tested and implemmted for an EV. The motor possesses the advantages of both dc motor and U: motor: it has superior control perform" l i e a dc e, it also hae superior robust u " C t i o n and is almost maintenance h.ee like an (IC motor. Moreover, by the unique arrangement of the rotor magnets, stator slots and stptor winding, the motor is able to achieve high power density, high efficiency and no cogging torque. The electromagnetic field d y s i s of the mdor is carried out by FEM. By using the strrfe-9ppce model of the motor as well as the d -t i m e models of the speed contfoller, current controller and inverter switch, the current ripple and torque pulsation can be clearly investigated. The steady-state and dyMmic performmuw of the motor are used to verify the theoretical predictions. The motor possesses a high potentiality for EV applications.
